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About
Arunachal

Pradesh

Arunachal Pradesh is one of the beautiful and highly developed states of India. The state enjoys the bene�ts of prime location 
where it is located in the northeast of India, Arunachal Pradesh connecting at the same time to the Bhutan on the west, Assam 
and Nagaland to the south, People's Republic of China in the north and Myanmar in the east. Arunachal Pradesh with its capital 
of Itanagar is well known for land of the dawn-lit mountains.

Arunachal Pradesh comprises of seventeen districts where the respective district collector come over with every needs of the 
local residents. Here, you will �nd the presence of Indian army along side of Tibetan border due to intention of Chinese unit in 
the region. If you are coming from Assam side then you will need to have Inner Line Permits ILP pass; a special permit to enter 
Arunachal Pradesh. Tirap District, Changlang District, Lohit District, Anjaw District, Lower Dibang Valley, Upper Dibang Valley, 
East Siang, West Siang and Upper Siang are some of the major and favorable districts of Arunachal Pradesh. 

Major part of the Arunachal Pradesh is covered with Himalaya that borders to Brahmaputra Valley semi-evergreen forests and 
hills of Assam. Arunachal Pradesh is a home of Patkai hills and Himalayan foothills.  The climate of Arunachal Pradesh varies 
from one location to another; area towards upper Himalaya enjoys tundra climate whereas middle Himalaya comprises of 
temperate climate and below Himalaya ranges there is hot summers and mild winters.      

The literacy rate of Arunachal Pradesh is of sustainable level where the state government has played a vital role in introducing 
the new segment of high education while opening various colleges and universities. As per the Ministry of Statistics and 
Programme, the gross state domestic product for 2004 was around $706 million. Agriculture is the main source that drives 
the economy of Arunachal Pradesh that comprises of rice, ginger, maize, oilseeds, millet, wheat, pulses and sugarcane. Besides 
these, the state of Arunachal Pradesh also houses a wide range of industries including handloom handicrafts, rice mills, 
sawmills and fruit preservation units.
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About
Himalayan
University

Himalayan University being as a segment of quality higher education offers a wide range of degree programs at different levels 
of graduate, post graduate and doctorate. The university with an expertise team of faculties provides a unique platform for 
diverse and creative education. On being accredited by the State government and UGC Act 1956, the Himalayan University is 
well versed to facilitate the students with quality education and higher study programs of international standard. 

The ever changing expectations of the corporate world that are being easily be covered by Himalayan University where it 
commits to impart worthy education for bright and nurture career aspects. Today, the university is well known for its research 
and development cell that is subjected with high degree of excellence while serving to national and international communities.          

Himalayan University aims to come over with young and dynamic segment of higher education in order to serve the students 
from varied themes. Today, Himalayan University offers almost hundreds of degree programs ranging from bachelors to PhD 
in all major disciplines. Himalayan University intent to let their students to experience an international behavior while studying 
under the supervision of faculties of international repute. Himalayan University comprises of best  team of faculties ranging from 
engineering, marketing, medical, media, pharmacy, education, law, nursing, agriculture, pharma and many more that have 
played a crucial role while imparting the root education to make our students perfect and effective while handling the corporate 
complexities under an ef�cient manner.

Himalayan University has managed to maintain a cordial relationship with the top corporate brands including MCXSX amongst 
others in almost every sector of the economy where the cell is sensitized to prepare its students in order to face the competitive 
world under the internship and training programs.

Here, the university paid a special thanks to Government authorities, its Worthy staff, Management and Other university 
supporters that have played an essential role while taking the university to every corner of the world.
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Mission &
Vision

Mission
Himalayan University’s mission is to develop and enhance the opportunities for the students where they can able to utilize best 
with their internal capabilities and hidden skills. With the mode of quality liberal education for undergraduates and professional 
ethics to post graduates; Himalayan University works to bring complete intellectual, cultural, social and economic qualities of 
urban life in order to support students from different income groups of the society.    

Himalayan University mission is to support various faculties with detail modules while ful�lling the different needs of the 
students. The university aims to bring the best technology and introduce the world class study infrastructure for the students 
to meet their education plans and aims.   

Himalayan University mission is to work in collaboration and to set strong and cordial relations with varied industries in order 
to bridging the gap between research and development. With the worthy support of skilled faculties; Himalayan Universality 
sets its mission to reach beyond the boundaries of the nation in order to re�ect positively as a leading segment of quality 
education globally. Its major objective is to get high degree of excellence while imparting higher education of international 
standard under the top rated of academic spectrum.

Vision
Himalayan University envisioned to provide unique and dynamic platform for quality education and nurtureful research and 
development programs. Himalayan University works to collaborate with varied industries in order to promote research in 
different sectors that intend to contribute in the growth of economy and to establish ourselves stably among the world’s leading 
universities. At the same time, the university also aims to build the cordial relations with the top rated brands and corporate 
houses to promote internship and training programs. Under the same head; the university is on the way, to launch various 
corporate campaigns and job seminars in order to prepare our students to face competition ef�ciently.     

Himalayan University vision is to come up with community engagement, artistic presentation, dynamic studies, dissemination 
of latest technology and welcome an eminent team of faculties and skilled instructors where it always fortunate to have 
outstanding staff that support it to be an internationally recognized urban university.            

Himalayan University committed to explore more about students skills and capabilities in order to perform best in their 
academics. It supports to individual belief, academic freedom, equal opportunities and promote diversity to cultivate an 
academic environment to produce versatile and ef�cient professionals to the corporate world.

www.HimalayanUniversity.com
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Objectives &
Values

Objectives
Himalayan University as one of the prestigious centers for higher education has maintained an esteem list of objectives where 
it majorly works to impart quality education at different level of bachelors, masters and Ph.d in varied themes. It always 
welcome new programs and researched course curriculum in order to enhance the knowledge of its students.  

Under its objectives; Himalayan University feels pride and fortunate to have outstanding staff that brings latest and nurture to 
its education center. Besides these, Himalayan University always works to promote industrial collaboration and research and 
development to establish strongly among the world’s leading universities.       

Under the supportive and friendly study environment; Himalayan University aims to preserve academic freedom and respect 
individual beliefs top produce exceptional professionals to the corporate world. Himalayan University’s internship and training 
cell is also on-going to build more relations with new and emerging segments of job market. Its objective is to provide 
complete infrastructure for the effective functioning of internship and placement cell. 

Values
Innovative : Being valiant is a key to progress for every sector of the economy. Himalayan University is well �tted to bring new 
researches and development in order to face dynamic challenges of the education world.    
 
Bridging : Himalayan University works to build worthy connection with corporate brands in order to offer best with internship 
and training programs. Here, Himalayan University works to bring diversity and discipline while maintaining cordial relations.       

Academic Freedom : Himalayan University respects individual beliefs and support student’s skills and capabilities where the 
students can prove best with their abilities and efforts.

Rigorous : Himalayan University always work to bring updates and creativity to the mode of learning. It expects to have high 
standard of quality education to turn their students effective to prove ef�cient in the corporate world.    

Sustainable : Himalayan University maintains the level of faculties in respect of their knowledge and skills where these excellent 
staff and management would help in building a strong base to act actively in the global market. 
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Academics

Academics
Welcome to Himalayan University; a center of credible education that dedicatedly stated with top researchers and doctorates. 
Being as a part of educated world; Himalayan University manages to uphold the unique and dynamic way of providing higher 
education in order to meet the craving needs of today’s professionalism. As a world moves to glamorous out�t; Himalayan 
University too adopts modern ways of imparting education in all relative �elds of learning ranging from medical to commerce, 
arts to media, architecture to �lm and many more. 

A characteristic feature of the academy of Himalayan University which distinguishes it from other higher education institutions 
in India and abroad, is that both in teaching and in research. It focuses on the priority areas of science, arts, fashion, technology 
and engineering, pharmacy information and communications technology, computer programming, automation and control and 
in many other major disciplines. To come over with student needs and clarify the queries of the students at different level are 
the major aspect of our academy. Any question or problem faced by the students are easily be resolved by our well structured 
academic groups. Equal support and equal opportunities with easy availability of study resources are what aimed by our 
academy.

Himalayan University is well �tted with all types of modern education facilities of international level. Himalayan University offers 
top rated graduate and post graduate programs in all major disciplines. It comprises of separate team of eminent faculties of 
all degree programs including BSc, MSc, B.tech, B.Com, M.Tech, Media, Hospitality, Engineering, Retail, Medical, Nursing, IT, 
Architecture and many more where students can enrich while enhancing their internal skills and advance level of education 
where they can prepare themselves as per the latest scenario of the corporate world.

Himalayan University’s students can expect top rated training and placement sessions where the university too prepares its 
students in respect of how to face competitive job market. Thus, let your academic grow and bright your career with Himalayan 
University – a way to nurtured education.
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Faculties

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

Faculty of Engineering & Applied Sciences

Faculty of Business & Management

Faculty of Computing & Information Technology

Faculty of Pharmacy & Para Medical Sciences

Faculty of Science

Faculty of Hospitality & Tourism Management

Faculty of Law

Faculty of Commerce

Faculty of Education

Faculty of Agriculture & Horticulture

Faculty of Journalism & Mass Communication

Faculties
Himalayan University has built its presence as one of the prestigious center of higher education in the �eld of engineering, 
management, law, arts, commerce, media, medical and many more at different level of education facets including graduate, 
post graduate, Ph.d and doctorate. Himalayan University supports a total of 12 faculties that enable the students to choose the 
course as per their career goals and academic interest. This upcoming segment of higher education that is being offered by 
Himalayan University provides a dynamic way of learning in order to serve every corner of the nation. On arising of new 
challenges and toughest modes of corporate system; the faculties of Himalayan University have verily proved its best while 
imparting the quality education to students from varied themes.
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Faculty of
Arts and

Social
Sciences
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Faculty of Arts & Social Science

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 B. A in All Subjects 3 Years 12th Yearly

2 B. A (Hons.)in All Subjects 3 Years 12th Yearly

3 Bachelor of Apllied Psychology 3 Years 12th Yearly

4 Bachelor of Literature 3 Years 12th Yearly

5 Bachelor of Library & Information Sciences 1 Years Graduation Yearly

6 Bachelor of Social Work 3 Years 12th Yearly

7 Bachelor of Public Policy 3 Years 12th Yearly

8 M. A in All Subjects 2 Years Graduation Yearly

9 Master of Social Work 2 Years Graduation Yearly

10 Master of Library & Information Sciences 1 Years BLIS Yearly

11 Master of Apllied Psychology 2 Years Graduation Yearly

12 Diploma in Library Sciences 1 Year 12th Yearly

13 M.Phil. (All Subjects) 1 Year PG in Relevant Stream Yearly

14 Ph.D. (All Subjects) 2 Years (Min.) PG in Relevant Stream Yearly

Diversity, creativity and discovery are the major attributes of study of arts and social science. It needs students to put hard efforts and deep 
concentration to come over with every aspect. Our faculty of arts and social science works in libraries, archaeological sites, laboratories, archives 
under specific groups, community and conferences. We commit to impart the best knowledge with different data collection and complete discipline to 
act. Analysis of data and challenging sloppy thinking along with testing of hypothesis enable us to understand and clarify our student’s query. We 
deeply perform with our student’s interactions in order to fulfill their study needs. All the concepts and theoretical knowledge about the varied modules 
are delivered with student-centric pedagogy with high degree of excellence. In order to keep the students engaged and active while keeping them with 
utmost attention; we accompany the programs with cultural and professional seminars where students can get an overview about corporate sector.
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Faculty of Engineering & Applied Science

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 B.Tech in Biotechnology 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

2 B.Tech in Electronics & Communication Engg. 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

3 B.Tech in Electrical & Electronics Engg. 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

4 B.Tech in Petro Chemical Engg. 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

5 B.Tech in Civil Engineering 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

6 B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

7 Diploma in Mechanical Engineering 3 Years 10th Semester

12 Diploma in Electrical Engineering 3 Years 10th Semester

13 Diploma in Electronics & Communication 
Engg. 

3 Years 10th Semester

14 Diploma in Petro Chemical Engg. 3 Years 10th Semester

15 M.Tech in Mechanical Engineering 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

16 M.Tech in Electrical & Electronics Engg. 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

17 M.Tech in Electronics & Communication Engg. 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

18 M.Tech in Civil Engineering 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

19 M.Tech in Industrial Engg & Mang. 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

20 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) M.Tech/ME Semester

21 M.Phil 1 Year M.Tech/ME Yearly

Information Brochure

Engineering a scientific topology, since ancient times has played a vital role in shaping the world with its study of creativity, science and practical 
approach. Today, the phase of engineering has completed altered with new paths of research and development. This unique and extreme level of 
engineering has raised the demand of engineers in this corporate world. Here, below Himalayan University brings you with complete list of 
engineering courses at under-graduate, post graduate and research doctorate level.
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Faculty of Business & Management

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) 3 Years 12th Semester

2 Integrated MBA (BBA + MBA) 4 Years 12th Semester

3 Master of Business Administration (MBA) 2 Years Graduation Semester

4 MBA - Executive 1 Year Graduation + 3 Year Work Experience Semester

Specialization of MBA & MBA - Executive

HR/ Finance / Marketing / Insurance And Risk Mgt NGO Mgt / Entrepreneurship Development Mgt

IT / Disaster Mgt / Retail Mgt / Portfolia & Investment Tourism, Travel And Hospitality Mgt / Media Mgt

Retail Mgt / E-Commerce / Banking Mgt / Rural Mgt Pollution Control Mgt / Information Tech & System Mgt

International Business / Telecom Management Operation & Research Mgt / Child Psychology

Rural Mgt / Hospital Mgt / Urban Planning Mgt Materials Management / Construction Mgt

Fashion Designing / Textile Designing Interior Designing 

The striking aspect of ever changing requisites of corporate sector has aroused the need of efficient managers and effective managerial personnel 
those can revert this ever changing corporate sector with their operative tasks. Here, Himalayan University introduces the latest and diverse list of 
management degree programs that are sufficient to copeup with craving needs of managerial segment. Market analysis, competitor exploring, 
business ethics and costing tools are some of the modes that make our students strong managers to face dynamic economy expertly. 
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Faculty of Computing & Information Technology

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 B.Tech in Computer Science 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

2 B.Tech in Information Technology 4 Years 12th PCM Semester

3 B.Tech in Computer Science 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

4 B.Tech in Information Technology 2 Years B.Tech/BE Semester

5 Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA) 3 Years 12th Semester

6 Master of Computer Application (MCA) 3 Years Graduation Semester

7 MCA Lateral Entry 2 Years PGDCA Semester

8 B.Sc in Information Technology 3 Years 12th Yearly

9 B.Sc in Computer Science 3 Years 12th Yearly

10 M.Sc in Information Technology 2 Years B.SC/B.Sc.IT Yearly

11 M.Sc in Computer Science 2 Years Graduation Yearly

12 M.Sc Computer Science (Lateral Entry) 1 Year PGDCA Yearly

13 Diploma in Computer Applications (DCA) 1 Year 12th Yearly

14 PGDCA 1 Year Graduation Yearly

15 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year MCA/M.Sc. Yearly

16 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) MCA Yearly

Information Brochure

Computer has engraved under the roots of the society where the internet users are growing at an extreme rate. Today, the study of computer science 
has become an integral part of the modern society where the computer professionals are expected to deal with fast moving computer devices in respect 
of hardware, networking and software with theoretical and practical knowledge. Here, Himalayan University offers you with detail courses in computer 
science in varied modules of BCA, MCA, B.Sc IT, M.Sc IT and many more.
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Faculty of Pharmacy & Para Medical Sciences

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 Bachelor of  Pharmacy (B -Pharma) 4 Years 12th with Science Semester

2 Diploma in Pharmacy (D-Pharma) 2 Years 12th with Science Yearly

3 Master of  Pharmacy (M-Pharma) 2 Years B. Pharmacy Semester

4 Doctor of  Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) M-Pharmacy Yearly

5 Diploma in Medical Lab Technician (DMLT) 2 Years 12th Yearly

6 Certificate in Yoga 1 Year 12th Yearly

7 Certificate in Medical Lab Technology (CMLT) 1 Year 12th Yearly

8 Certificate in Health Inspector 1 Year 12th Yearly

9 Certificate in O.T.Tech 1 Year 12th Yearly

Pharmacy and Para medical science is one of the emerging and nurturing fields in respect of bright and satisfied career prospects. Here, candidate 
needs to work with health care specialists and medicine manufacturers and medical brands in order to cater the needs of the medical world. The role 
of pharmacist is to act as middleman between medicine manufacturer and end users or any of the medicine agents. Here one needs to be very clear 
and precise about the usage of varied drugs while performing job efficiently.

The field of pharma is related to chemical and health sciences. The roles of pharma experts are to ensure the effective and safe use of pharmaceutical 
drugs. The scope of pharmacy practice includes as medical representer or drug inspector or chemists or we can say need to work as dispensing 
medications and compounding that need to review medications for safety and efficacy, medical clinical services, providing drug information and many 
more related to health care and medical system. Pharmacists are the experts who have responsibilities to provide accurate medication solutions and 
should have deep knowledge of various drug therapies in order to offer best and positive health outcomes.

Thus, here Himalayan University brings you with complete list of faculty of Pharma & Para Medical Sciences.
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Faculty of Science

 

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 B.Sc. (PCB) 3 Years 12th with Science Yearly

2 B.Sc. (PCM) 3 Years 12th with Science Yearly

3 B.Sc.  In Home Science 3 Years 12th Yearly

4 B.Sc. In Statistics 3 Years 12th with Science Yearly

5 M.Sc.  In Chemistry 2 Years B.Sc. (PCM/PCB) Yearly

6 M.Sc. in Physics 2 Years B.Sc. (PCM/PCB) Yearly

7 M.Sc. in Home Science 2 Years B.Sc. (Home Sc.) Yearly

8 M.Sc. in Environment Science 2 Years B.Sc. (PCM/PCB) Yearly

9 M.Sc. In Mathematic 2 Years B.Sc. Yearly

10 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year PG in Relevant Stream Yearly

11 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) PG in Relevant Stream Yearly
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Science is a study of creatives and inventions in the field of computing, technology, biology, physics, mathematics, chemistry and general science. 
Besides these, there are many more fields where students need to go through study in science in order to achieve their career goals. 

Himalayan University faculty of Science known for :
• Offer latest course curriculum.
• Highly skilled and experienced science faculties.
• All kinds of student’s facilities of international standard.
• World class of educational environment with credentiality while imparting education.
• Huge selection of degree programs that students can choose as per their career aims.
• A grade of training and internship programs.
• Seminars, conferences, laboratories projects and assignments. 
• Easy to get admission and free environment to enroll with.

Here Himalayan University offers study in science at different levels including under graduate, masters and research programs. B.Sc, M.Sc, Ph.d and 
doctor of philosophy are some of the favorable and most demanded science degree programs offered by Himalayan University. Here, below find the 
complete list of science degrees where students can choose as per their interest and academic goals.
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Faculty of Hospitality & Tourism Management

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 BA (Aviation / Cruise Hospitality Mgmt) 3 Years 12th with any stream Yearly

2 Bachelor of  Arts in Culinary Arts 3 Years 12th with any stream Yearly

3 Bachelor of  Arts in Hospitality and Hotel 
Administration

3 Years 12th with any stream Yearly

4 Bachelor of  Arts in Travel and Leisure 
Management

3 Years 12th with any stream Yearly

5 Master of Arts (Honours ) in International 
Hospitality Management

2 Years Graduation in Relevant field Yearly

6 Master of Arts in Hospitality Management 2 Years Graduation in Relevant field Yearly

7 Master of Arts in Tourism and Leisure 
Management

2 Years Graduation in Relevant field Yearly

8 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year PG in Relevant Stream Yearly

9 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) PG in Relevant Stream Yearly

Leisure and pleasure are the two sides of a same coin that are deserved by a true service provider. The same segment is stated with hospitality and 
tourism management where the market is always being ready to spend desire amount to have wonderful tour and holidays. This has developed and 
boosts the sector of hospitality and tourism management while catering the needs of today’s travel industry. Here below, Himalayan University offers 
the wide range of hospitality and tourism management degree programs.
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Faculty of Law

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 LL.B 3 Years Graduation Yearly

2 LL.M 2 Years LL.B Yearly

3 LL.M in Corporate Law & Management 2 Years LL.B Yearly

4 LL.M in Intellectual Property Rights Law 2 Years LL.B Yearly

5 Diploma in Business Law 2 Years LL.B Yearly

6 Diploma in Cyber Law & Ethics 2 Years LL.B Yearly

7 Diploma in Human Rights Law 2 Years LLB Yearly

8 Diploma in Intellectual Property Rights law 2 Years LLB Yearly

9 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Years LL.M Yearly

10 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) LL.M Yearly

Information Brochure

Legislatures are the governing bodies that make laws. Almost every county has its own stated laws and regulations that are being used to define the 
constitution. Laws are the guidelines and rules in respect of every sector of the economy that generally enforced through social institution to govern 
behavior. Law maintains linkage between people and government while shaping the norms of economics, politics and society in several ways. Today, 
every student not only from art side but also from commerce and science; keen to enroll with law degree programs in order to perform as law 
professional.

Career in law and public policy has always been concerned with esteem behavior. The same career is stated with respective roles and responsibilities 
while presenting the laws and legal rules on the behalf of third party. It is one of the nurtureful fields where you will find young youth to build their 
career for finest prospects. Here, Himalayan University has played a vital role in producing the efficient law professionals to the society while offering 
a compiled list of law degree programs at graduate and post graduate level.   



Faculty of
Commerce
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Faculty of Commerce

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com) 3 Years 12th Yearly

2 Bachelor of Commerce Honours (B.Com 
(Hon's)

3 Years 12th Commerce Yearly

3 Master of Commerce (M.Com) 2 Years B.Com. Yearly

4 Diploma in Taxation 6 Months 12th Semester

5 Diploma in Investment 6 Months 12th Semester

6 Diploma in Accounting 6 Months 12th Semester

7 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year M.Com Yearly

8 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) M.Com Yearly

Commerce and service management is always on the boom while serving the society with modern professionalism. There are brightest aspects and 
best future prospects with accounting skills. Almost every industry and all sectors of the corporate world need the service of commerce while handling 
their cost and profit facts.

The system of commerce includes political, legal, social, economic, cultural, and technological education that are in operation in any country. Whether 
it is developed or developing economy; the system of commerce affects the business prospects at the domestic and international level. Commerce is 
one of the most important and crucial component of a business that can influence every transactions of trading from consumer to producer.

Here, Himalayan University brings you with wide range of commerce and services management modules where students can get detail knowledge 
about the costing methodologies, demand and supply analysis, finance and accounting analysis. Training in computerized accounting transactions, 
capitaline database, costing rules and other financial concepts have been accompanied by Himalayan University Faculty of Commerce & Service 
Management.  
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Faculty of Education

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 Bachelor in Physical Education (B.P.Ed.) 1 Year 12th Yearly

2 Mater in Physical Education (M.P.Ed.) 2 Years B.P.Ed. Yearly

3 M.A in Physical Education 2 Years Graduation Yearly

4 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year M.P.Ed. Yearly

5 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years M.P.Ed. Yearly

6 Diploma in Education (D.Ed.) 2 Years 12th Yearly

7 Bachelor in Education (B.Ed.) 1 Year Graduation Yearly

8 Master in Education (M.Ed.) 1 Year B.Ed. Yearly

9 M.A in Education (Lateral Entry) 1 Year B.Ed. Yearly

10 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year M.Ed./MA Yearly

11 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) M.Ed./MA Yearly

Information Brochure

Education is amongst the top and favorable career choice where you can learn while teaching. Most of the scholars and lecturers have really dome a 
lot while imparting the best education to their students. Education comprises of varied degree programs ranging from B.Ed to M.Ed, doctorate in 
education and many more certifications and advance diploma in education. Here, Himalayan University offers you with talented and well qualified 
faculty of education that surly convert your aspirations into achievements.
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Faculty of Agriculture & Horticulture

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 B.Sc. Agriculture 4 Years 12th (Ag) Yearly

2 M.Sc. Agriculture 2 Years B.Sc. (Ag) Yearly

3 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year M.Sc. (Ag) Yearly

4 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) M.Sc. (Ag) Yearly

Agriculture and Horticulture is one of the traditional facets of career choice where students need to work with improving food security, sustainability 
and quality before launching to the market. It is related to the eco-system and food fundamental how well you can maintain the quality of the soil-water 
remediation? And how to keep food production out of soil-water pollution? The study of agriculture and horticulture is mainly related to farm business 
efficiency where one should have deep farm-level knowledge and education about soil and water purifications process in order to raise the standard 
of food productions. The roles and responsibilities of agriculture and horticulture experts are to stimulate the demand and supply of export market. 
Besides these, the same experts also need an attention to improve the food marketing in the industry and improve the services that food industry could 
provide best to the community. On the edge of food market; this field has become one of the emerging facets of the corporate sector.

Here, Himalayan University provides well structured and maintained list of Faculty of Agriculture and Horticulture being categorized into graduate, 
post graduate and doctorate.
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Faculty of Journalism & Mass Communication

S.No. COURSE DURATION ELIGIBILITY MODE

1 Bachelor of Journalism & Mass 
Communication

1 Year Graduation Yearly

2 Master of Journalism & Mass Communication 1 Year BJMC Yearly

3 Diploma in Journalism 1 Year 12th Yearly

4 Diploma in Secret Journalism 6 Months Graduation Semester

5 Masters of Philosophy (M.Phil) 1 Year PG in Relevant stream Yearly

6 Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) 2 Years (Min.) PG in Relevant stream Yearly

Information Brochure

Journalism & Mass Communication is all that related to media and public facts. It is one of the esteem and high played job profiles where one need 
to act and represent on the behalf of third party. Here, one should be expert while handling the pros and cons of target industry. One need to work with 
publications, print media, films, magazines, newspaper, online media and many more in order to prove their mass communication capabilities. Here, 
Himalayan University offers the selected list of Programs of Journalism & Mass Communication as mentioned below.   
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Industrial
Collaboration

Quality education cannot be achieved without practical training. The importance of vigorous training under actual 
circumstances and case studies can be well understood in present competitive environment where every enterprise is result 
oriented and demands output. Various enactments and committees has been laid and established by the Govt. from time to 
time accentuating the need of strong industry collaboration in India which can be achieved with simultaneous efforts of 
universities only. 
In order to come up with those expectations and demands of unexpected corporate market, Himalayan University works in 
industrial collaboration while bridging the gap between students and job market. This linkage within the different sectors of the 
corporate world would assist to produce ef�cient technocrats to the market. The brand and top companies are always craving 
of ef�cient professionals where this topology of industrial collaboration that would help Himalayan University while catering the 
emerging needs of entrepreneurs. The university will be responsible for not only building and maintaining linkages with various 
enterprises but will also provides unique platform to check and improve the training curriculum of various �elds of studies and 
thereby set new and improved standards of qualifying.  The main objectives of Himalayan University industrial collaboration are 
outlined as under:-
i) Establishing relative contacts and linkages with industries/ trades / academic faculties and students.
ii) To enable in�uential exchange of information between academicians/ universities and industries.
iii) To review from time to time the training curriculum under various �elds to identify the emerging shortcomings and enable 

students to face challenges in complex environment. 
iv) Campus placement system.
v) Conducting seminars/ symposiums and general meet for raise interaction with corporate experts.

The various organizations/ industries that may be recognized and entertained for achieving abovementioned 
objectives ef�ciently are categorized as:

• Various enterprises including companies duly registered under the Companies Act, 1956 from various sectors of 
business.

• Organizations established under their own statute like Banks.
• NGOs like trusts and societies. 
• International Organizations.

Various Industries and organizations may coordinate with the Himalayan University to participate in the industrial collaboration 
programs while offering necessary industry integrated training.  

Information Brochure



Admission
Procedure

Admission
Himalayan University offers admissions to wide range of degree programs ranging from bachelors to post graduate, P.hd, 
M.Tech, M.Phil and many more diploma courses and certi�cation programs. Himalayan University brings wide selection of 
courses where students can select as per their career goals and interest. Here, with Himalayan University you will �nd an easy 
mode of admission just by sending an email on the mentioned contact addresses or one may also �ll online admission form 
to take admission under the respective degree program. 

Students can choose any of the courses like MBA, BBA, B.com, B.A, B.Ed, or any other in bachelors, masters or research 
programs that can be followed while �lling an admission form to enroll with desire degree courses.

Procedure for Admission : 
• Go through www.himalayanuniversity.com while selecting the degree program. If student feel some confusion or need 

detail information about course curriculum; then he or she can contact to education counselor for the same. 
• After selecting course; fill up the admission form that student need to mail on the mentioned address.
• Attach all the require documents including mark sheets, past academic certificates, birth proof, residence proof and all 

other needed documents.
• Besides these; students need to submit five passport size photographs along with demand draft of first installment of fees 

in favor of the university. In case of any confusion or further enquiry; student can visit to our of�ce and meet our education 
counselor for the same.
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Research &
Development 

Research & Development Cell
An economy’s progress is directly linked with the research and developmental activities carried on by its nation. The statement 
can be well supported with the fact that all the developed countries reserves and contributes a high percentage of their pro�ts 
for the research and development activities. Nothing is constant in this world and everything that is latest today will become 
outdated tomorrow.    

Himalayan University also understands the importance of devoting resources in research and developmental activities and a 
state of the art Cell for R& D activity is being established to perform the world class Research and development in the primitive 
areas of technical and higher education like engineering, medicine, management, media, technology, fashion and many more.   

The Centre has been created with a view of:
• Enhancing and improving research methodology.
• Establishment and review of the cross disciplinary centre for creating knowledge in new areas 
• Providing support and facility to carry out research with experienced and eminent technicians.
• To promote strategy based research for improving public services and governance.
• To encourage the youth towards innovations.
The Himalayan University works to build and maintain the linkage with the best and approved research centres all over the 
world in various disciplines. In this way the R & D cell aims to infuse analytical skill and rebuild the aspect of scholarship 
programmes.
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Career
Advisory

Career Advisory
Career advisory is a department that works to synchronize the needs of corporate world and the students. It is an 
institutionalized system of advisory services designed to assist students in taking decision on career and educational guidance 
at different level of education. They understand the needs of the students and clarify their goals while providing precise career 
advisory. Under this our career experts and job counselors would provide every information to the students through which they 
can easily achieve their career goals. How students enroll with their favorite subjects? How students will get easily accessed 
by employers? How students prepare as per their career aims? Below, we include career counseling and individual or group 
counseling focused on the choice of education and career choice of �rst job, changing jobs and return to work process. 

Himalayan University career advisory services will help students in the below segments:
• Assistance in how well students can prepare their CV, Job application form, Covering letter and other Corporate / 

University documents.
• Bring best solution to the students about their study options and exploring career paths for the best suit.
• Guide students how to go through interviews of varied profiles.
• Our career advisory cell prepare with exploring and finding new jobs that can offer best to our students.
• Implementation practice "interview" and its subsequent feedback and analysis.
• Comprehensive preparation for the selection process, recommendations on behavior, stress management, nonverbal 

communication.
• Formulation of career plans whereby providing assignments and projects to the students.

www.HimalayanUniversity.com
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Approach

Approach
Higher education is what follows the secondary and high school learning. After completing schooling; students need to design 
their career base while selecting the college and university for their higher education. It is always being important for the 
students to have prospective selection of higher education center whether it is for bachelors, masters or research programs. 
Thus, to match up with dynamic needs of today’s youth; Himalayan University has come up with its unique and advantageous 
platform of higher education. It is one of the universities located at the tribal area of northern eastern part of India. With the aim 
of reaching to every section of the society; Himalayan University introduces rural study programs and weaker section campaign 
to support equal education system.         

Here Himalayan University brings a wider range of university courses and degree programs that can be easily chosen by varied 
students as per their needs and academic plans. One of the unique characteristic of Himalayan University’s programs is the 
detail course curriculum that makes our students perfect in contrast to ever changing corporate world. Different students need 
different course requisites including management, technology, arts, commerce, fashion, and lots more. All these courses are 
available with latest knowledge and under modular wise. Besides these; numbers of research and development programs have 
also been supported by the university.

The main aim of providing quality education and supporting to individual research is to explore new paths and creative 
knowledge in emerging areas. Himalayan University offers the best infrastructure of international standard under which students 
can easily perform the varied research on different themes. Apart from these, university maintains the cordial relations with the 
different research centers globally in order to promote creative and innovative ideas. Besides these; Himalayan University 
approach to support the best corporate campaigns and job seminars in order to prepare the students to face the job 
competition ef�ciently.



Delhi Coordination Of�ce
S-191 C, IIIrd Floor, School Block,

Shakarpur, Delhi 110092

+91-88001 00282
+91-99100 19494

info@HimalayanUniversity.com
www.HimalayanUniversity.com
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